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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,265,844 

CALLING LINEIDENTIFICATION CIRCUIT 
Franklin A. Korn, Westfield, N.J., assignor to 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New 
York, N.Y., a corporation of New York - 
Application July 3, 1940, Serial No. 343,702 

9 Claims. (C1, 179-27) : 
This invention relates to telephone systems 

and more particularly to those systems in which 
the numerical indication of a calling line is auto 
matically determined and made available. 

It is well known that in certain types of tele 
phone connections such as those, for instance, 
in which the calling line is extended automati 
cally or otherwise to some remote station, it is 
necessary to ascertain the number of the calling 
Station in order that charges for the call may be 
properly assessed to said station. Such connec 
tions are known as toll or long distance connec 
tions and in some types of automatic telephone 
Systems in which the calling line is routed to 
its destination via the position of a recording 
operator where, after the number has been com 
municated to the operator by the calling sub 
Scriber, said number is verified over a So-called 
checking multiple. This verification is made by 
touching the tip of a checking cord to a pin in 
the checking multiple that is assigned to the 
given number and if the number as given by 
the calling party is correct, a tone circuit is com 
pleted over the checking cord which is heard in 
the operator's telephone set. On the other 
hand, if the number as given does not correspond 
to that of the pin to which the tip of the check 
ing cord has been touched, the tone circuit is not 
completed, which fact indicates to the operator 
that the number given by the subscriber does not 
correspond to that of the station from which he 
is calling and service may be denied until the 
discrepancy is rectified. 

In automatic telephone systems, it is desirable 
to have the identity of the calling station ascer 
tained and transmitted automatically to Some 
point at which it may be recorded on settable 
registers for the visual display of the number, 
if the call is completed through an operator's 
position, or for automatic recording if the infor 
mation is to be utilized for operating printing 
or other recording devices responsive to the set 
ting of the registers. 
My invention is principally concerned with the 

automatic identification of the calling line num 
ber and its principal feature is an arrangement 
of two groups of one hundred transformers, each 
transformer in each group being provided with 
a plurality of primary and two secondary wind 
ings, whereby an identifying conductor of a line 
connected to one of the primary Windings of a 
transformer in each group completes a circuit 
upon the application of a potential thereto which 
produces current in the secondary windings of 
each transformer that may be readily utilized to 
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was applied and, therefore, the number of the 
line to which it belongs. The connection of the 
identifying conductor to a transformer in the 
first group depends upon the thousands and 
hundreds digits of the line number and the con 
nection of this conductor to a transformer in the 
second group depends upon the tens and units 
digits of the line number. The application of 
an alternating current potential to the identify 
ing conductor of the calling line induces appro 
priate voltages in the secondaries of the trans 
formers involved, voltages which are utilized to 
actuate electroresponsive devices connected 
thereto that designate the number indicated by 
the two transformers. 
A clearer conception of the scope and purpose 

of the invention may be obtained from the fol 
lowing description, claims and attached draw 
ings in which: : 

Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of th 
originating office end of a cross-bar telephone 
system with which the present invention may be 
utilized by way of illustrating its arrangement 
and operation; . . . . 

Fig. 2 shows a partial arrangement of the two 
groups of transformers, the line terminal block 
assembly to which the identifying conductors of 
the various lines are connected, and a part of the 
distributing assembly through which the identi 
fying conductors are extended to the primary 
windings of the transformers of one of the two 
groups of transformers; 

Fig. 3 shows the remainder of the terminal as 
sembly schematic and a part of one of the trans 
former groups; - 

Fig. 4 shows, schematically, the detector am 
plifier circuits, the progress circuit and two 
forms of devices in which the identified line 
number may be registered; 

Fig. 5 shows a group of cut-in relays by which 
the Secondary windings of the various trans 
formers in the two groups are operatively con 
nected to the input side of the detector ampli 
fiers and another group of cut-in relays by which 
the output side of said detector amplifiers is 
operatively connected with appropriate register 
relays; and - 
Fig.6 shows how Figs. 1 to 5 should be ar 

ranged with respect to each other in order to 
disclose the invention completely. 

Reference is here made to the application of 
W. W. Carpenter, Serial No. 214,356, filed June 
17, 1938, for a detailed description of a tele 
phone system of the type with which the present 
invention may be used, although it is under 

identify the conductor to which the potential stood that the invention is not limited to any 



2 2,265,844 
such use as it will be evident to anyone skilled 
in the art that application to other types of SyS 
tem may just as readily be made. According to 
the telephone system described in the above 
identified application, parts of which System are 
schematically indicated in Fig. 1, when a Sub 
scriber originates a call, a connection is estab 
lished through a line link, a district junctor and 
subscriber sender link circuits to an idle Sub 
scriber sender (not shown) and the digits of 
the desired number are dialed thereinto in the 
usual manner. After the office code digits have 
been dialed, the sender will connect with an originating marker (not shown) which will pro 
vide it with sufficient information for controlling 
the remote switching of the call and will set up 
the connection through the district and office 
link switches to an available trunk extending to 
the terminating or a tandem switching office. 
According to the present invention, the marker 

may be easily modified to recognize that the call 
is one requiring calling line identification and 
will, in this event, signal the district junctor to 
seize the line identifying connector circuit 9 
by which the line identifying circuit is connected 
to said district junctor. The connector 100 is of 
a structure similar to the sender link connector 
disclosed in the above-mentioned Carpenter ap 
plication and reference is made thereto for a complete understanding of the operation thereof. 
When the line identifying circuit is thus op 

eratively associated with the district junctor, re 
lay 400 is operated in any suitable manner under 
the control of connector f00 and a distinctive 
alternating current potential is applied from the 
source 40 via conductor 200 to the line identify 
ing conductor il 9 extending into the line identi 
fying circuit. This circuit decodes the line num 
ber by the means described hereirafter, and 
passes this decoded information to register units 
from which it is transmitted to a display or re 
cording device depending upon the character of 
the Service. 

Considering, now, the detailed arrangement of 
the line identifying circuit, Fig.2 shows, in part, 
the manner in which the respective line identify 
ing conductors of the various lines are connected 
with the primary windings of two groups of 
transformers. The line conductors, which may 
be simply conductor extensions from the indi 
vidual message register terminals M at the in 
termediate distributing frame IDF, are connected 
in consecutive numerical order to the terminals 
of the terminal block assembly TBA which may 
comprise one hundred blocks of one hundred ter 
minials each for ari office of ten thousand lines. 
The terminal block assembly TBA might be a 
panel inade up of well-known punching blocks 
which are extensively used for cross-connection 
purposes in telephone central offices. These 
bl6cks are afranged, as shown in Fig. 2, in One 
hundred coluinns of one hundred punchings to 
the 66lumfi, each punching corresponding to a 
numbered terminal, the punchings being ar 
ranged so that each vertical column corresponds 
to a particular “thousands-hundreds' group and 
each horizontal row to a particular “tens-units” 
combination of digits of the several line numbers. 
The identifying conductor 9 of the line A 

shown in Fig. 1 is connected to the line identify 
ing circuit through a punching in the block as 
sembly TBA having the numerical designation of 
the line fron, which the conductor is derived, 
whence it is carried through two transformers, 
one in the horizontal group of one hundred 
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transformers partly shown in Fig. 2 and another 
in the vertical group of one hundred transform 
ers partly shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and thence to 
a blocking condenser and ground. Two hundred 
transformers are required for an office unit of 
ten thousand lines, a group of One hundred 
transformers for the identification of the thou 
sands-hundreds digits and another group of one 
hundred transformers for the identification of 
the tens-units digits. Each number in an office 
unit of ten thousand lines (0.000 to 9999) is ob 
viously composed of four digits, that is, thou 
:sands, hundreds, tens and units. Consequently 
to serve each different combination of thousands 
hundreds digits, one hundred transformers will 
be required each having two secondary windings 
and identified OOXX, GXX, etc., to 99XX, as 
shown in Fig. 2, in which the numerical designa 
tions mark the thousands-hundreds digit com 
bination represented by the two secondary wind 
ings of any particular transformer in the thou 
sands-hundreds group shown in Fig. 2. 

In a similar manner, one hundred other trans 
formers, each with two secondary Windings like 
those above, are arranged to serve for the tens 
and units digits, one for each combination of 
these digits and these transformers are desig 
nated XX00, XXO, etc, to XX99 in which the 
numerical designations mark the tens-units digit 
combination represented by the two secondary 
Windings of any particular transformer in the 
tens-units group shown vertically arranged in 
Figs. 2 and 3. 

It follows, therefore, that by arranging two 
hundred such transformers into two groups of 
One hundred each and having a transformer in 
each group carry Some element individual to a 
line terminal which is capable of producing a 
slight amount of energy that can be transferred 
to the secondary windings of these two trans 
formers, there is present the basic essentials of 
a number identifying system. For example, line 
terminal 919 would be wired through trans 
former 19XX in the thousands-hundreds group 
of transformers and transformer XX9 in the 
tens-units group of transformers and with means 
available to respond to a current produced there 
in, the identifying conductor if 9 connected to 
Said transformers may be easily identified. 
Although not essential to the operation of the 

identifying circuit, it is preferable that each 
transformer be built, assembled and mounted to 
include the major part of its magnetic structure, 
which should be such as to contain a groove or 
indentation to accommodate a switchboard cable 
of one hundred wires for the cable from the ter 
minal block assembly TBA or from the terminal 
distributing assembly TDA. The protective cov 
ering of the cable should be stripped from it 
when it passes through the transformer and the 
cable should be butted at both ends. In this 
manner, the primary winding of the transformer 
for One hundred lines can be obtained simply by 
stripping and butting the cable, laying it in place 
and then connecting a detail of the magnetic 
structure to the transfer for covering the cable 
wire to complete and improve the magnetic cir 
cuit. With this design of the transformers it is 
possible to avoid the installation effort and cost 
involved in soldering wires for the ten thousand 
terminals at the various transformers. It is im 
portant to note the reduction in the number of 
soldered connections, potential wiring hazards, 
etc., which can be obtained by this change from 
the usual method of wiring transformers. 
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As previously stated, the identifying conductor 

of each line is wired through tWO transformers 
to a blocking condenser and thence to ground. 
The blocking condenser is used only to prevent 
a direct ground from shunting the message reg 
ister and interfering with its normal operation 
in the event that the message register terminal 
is used also for identifying purposes, as is as 
Sumed in the operation of the present invention. 
Any other element, for example a high resist 
ance, which would not interfere with the normal 
functioning of the register, could be used in 
stead. 

Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, it will be noted that 
each transformer in the thousands-hundreds 
group is equipped with two 'secondary' Wind 
ings, designated “TH-' and “H-' respectively 
and that each transformer in the tens-units 
group is equipped with two 'secondary' Wind 
ings designated "T-' and "U-' respectively. 
Each of these windings consists of a large num 
ber of turns to provide a large Voltage step-up 
from the identifying conductor which, passing 
through the transformer and magnetically 
coupled to the two secondary Windings, func 
tions as one of the primary windings. The nu 
meral following the letter designation of each of 
the secondary Windings of the transformers rep 
resents the numerical digit for identifying the 
transformer number. With one hundred trans 
formers in the thousands-hundreds group, there 
Will thus be two hundred secondary Windings, ten 
for each of the thousands digit THO to TH9 in 
clusive, totaling one hundred windings, and ten 
for each of the hundreds digit HQ to H9 inclu 
sive, also totaling one hundred Windings. All 
the corresponding secondary windings of a group 
of ten transformers which are reserved for a 
particular thousands digit may be serially or par 
allelly connected together (only the series con 
nection being disclosed) and brought to a con 
tact of one of the ten contact pairs on the cut 
in relays 509, the other end of said serial connec 
tion being connected to ground, While the respec 
tive secondary Windings in corresponding trans 
formers of each of said thousands groups re 
served for the same hundreds digit are serially 
or parallelly connected together and connected 
to a contact of one of the ten contact pairs 
on relay 50. 
09XX-09XX are reserved for the 0 thousands 
digit. Hence one terminal of the lower second 
ary Winding THE) in transformer 00XX is con 
nected to ground while its other terminal is 
joined serially to the lower secondary winding 
(XX (not shown) which, in turn, is joined se 
rially to the lower secondary winding of the next 
transformer 02XX, the Serial connection includ 
ing the lower secondary winding of the remain 
ing transformers 02XX-09XX, one terminal of 
the lower Secondary Winding of the last trans 
former being joined by a condenser 20 to a con 
tact of the 0 contact pair on relay 500. Similar 
ly, with the lower secondary windings of the 
remaining nine groups of transformers reserved 
for the other thousands digits, each group of 
ten Windings being connected to ground on the 
One Side and to a conductor on the other Which 
is connected to a contact of a contact pair on re 
lay 59 corresponding to the numerical designa 
tion of the digit. On the other hand, the corre 
Sponding upper secondary windings in each of 
Said thousands groups OXX-99XX reserved to a 
particular hundreds digit are serially or par 
allelly joined together and connected to ground 

Thus the ten transformers : 
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on the one side and to a contact of a contact 
pair of relay 50 which bears the numerical 
designation of the reserved digit. For instance, 
winding HO in transformer 00XX of the group of 
transformers OXX-09XX for the 0 thousands 
digit is reserved for the 0 hundreds digit. It is 
connected to ground on one side and to the cor 
responding winding HO in transformer OXX of 
the group reserved for the i thousands digit. 
The series or parallel connection is continued 
with the upper winding HO in each of the trans 
formers 20XX-90XX, the last in transformer 
90XX being joined by a conductor 202 to a con 
tact of the contact set on relay 50. 
The transformers for the tens-units group are 

similarly wired. The group of transformers 
XX00-XX09 are reserved for the 0 tens digit, 
and the left secondary winding TO in each trans 
former designates this digit. Hence one end of 
the series or parallel chain connecting all these 
Windings together is connected to ground and the 
other end is connected to a contact of the 0 con 
tact set on relay 502 via conductor 203. The 
Same thing is true for the remaining nine groups 
of transformers XX C-XX 9-XX90-XX99 re 
Served for the other tens and units digits. On 
the other hand, the right secondary windings in 
corresponding transformers in each transformer 
group reserved to a particular units digit are 
joined serially or parallelly and connected to 
ground on the One side of the chain and to a con 
tact of a contact pair on relay 593 that bears the 
numerical designation of the digit as, for in 
stance, right Windings U9 in each of the tens 
groups XX-XX9-XX9-XX99 which are 
Connected to ground on one side and to a contact 
of the 0 contact set on relay 503 via conductor 
204. 
To the right of Fig. 5 the control relays 

560-503' are shown which are operated in par 
allel With relays 50-593 from a progress cir 
cuit of any suitable design of which one type is 

60 

that shown in Fig. 4, to connect the output side 
of the detector amplifiers DA i-DA9 in four sep 
arate stages to each of four groups, respectively, 
of register relays, each group being reserved for 
the registration of one of the four digits of the 
line number to be identified. These relays are 
not shown in detail inasmuch as each of them 
comprises a winding Whose One side is connected 
to a contact on the appropriate relay 500'-503' 
of a contact set bearing the numerical designa 
tion of the digit to be registered by the relay, and 
whose other side is connected to a source of po 
tential. Each relay further carries a set of con 
tacts, one contact of which is connected to a 
Source of potential and the other is connected to 
a conductor bearing the numerical designation of 
the digit registered by the relay which extends 
to the printing or display device shown in Fig. 4 
as the case might be. 
The operation of the invention in identifying 

the number of a calling line may now be briefly 
outlined and easily understood. Assume, for ex 
ample, that a call is initiated on the line of sta 
tion A. and that the number of said line is 1919. 
The message register conductor of of this line 
is, of course, extended by way of conductor f 9 
to punching 1919 in the terminal block assembly 
TBA whence, by Way of conductor 205, it is ex 
tended through transformer 9XX as one of the 
primaries thereof, said transformer being as 
signed to line numbers having the thousands 
digit 1 and the hundreds digit 9 to terminal 99 
On the distributing assembly TDA. From ter 



4. 
minal 919 on the distributing assembly TDA a 
conductor 30 extends through transformer XX 9 
as one of the primaries thereof, said transformer 
being assigned to numbers having a hundreds 
digit 1 and a units digit 9. On the other side of 
said transformer, said conductor is connected to 
one side of condenser 302, the other side of which 
is connected to ground. 
When the line connection has been extended 

to the district junctor and to the sender and 
marker in accordance with the teachings of the 
above-mentioned Carpenter application, and the 
dialing of the office code of the wanted number 
indicates a call on which calling line identifica 
tion is required, connector circuit oo is operated 
to connect conductor 200 of the identifying cir 
cuit with conductor 20 connecting with the third 
wire of the line connection. Relay 400 is then 
operated in any suitable manner and a circuit is 
thereby completed from grounded alternating 
current source 40, left contacts of relay 420, 
conductor 20), connector circuit 0), conductor 
120, through the district junctor andline link con 
nections, conductors of and 9, terminal punch 
ing 1919 on terminal block assembly TBA, 
through transformer 9XX, conductor 205, termi 
nal 99 in the distributing block assembly TDA, 
through transformer XX 9, condenser 392 to 
ground. This circuit induces currents in both 
secondary windings TH and H9 of transformer 
9XX and other currents in the secondary wind 

ings T and U9 of transformer XX9 when the 
circuit through said separate transformers is 
completed by the operation of relays 50-53 as 
described hereinafter. 
At the time relay 400 operates to apply alter 

nating potential to conductor 200, said relay also 
closes a circuit for relay 402 extending from 
ground through interrupter 404, right contact 
of relay 400, back contacts of relay 43, winding 
of relay 02 to battery. On the ground closure 
of the interrupter, relay 402 operates and com 
pletes a short circuit for relay 403 to ground on 
the contacts of slow-operate, slow-release relay 
405. On the open period of the interrupter, re 
lay 403 operates and locks in series with relay 
402 to said ground, thereby transferring the in 
terrupter conductor to the transfer contact of 
relay 486. On the next closure of the inter 
rupter a circuit is then completed for the first 
progress relay 42 extending from ground on 
said interrupter, front contacts of relay 403, back 
contacts of relays 406, winding of relay 42 to 
battery. Relay 42 operates and over its lower 
contacts completes a circuit for relay 407 ex 
tending from ground on said lower contacts, 
winding of relay 407 to battery, thereby causing 
said relay to operate and complete a short cir 
cuit for relay 496 to aforetraced ground on relay 
495. Over its upper contacts it completes a cir 
cuit for relays 500 and 500 extending from bat 
tery through said contacts, conductor 504, wind 
ing of relay 500 to ground and, in parallel there 
with, winding of relay 500' to ground. Both re 
lays operate. Relay 560 connects the ten groups 
of the thousands secondary windings of trans 
formers OXX-99XX to the input side of cor 
respondingly numbered amplifier detectors DA 
DA9 while relay 500' connects the output side of 
said detector amplifiers to the correspondingly 
numbered relays of the thousands register. It 
has been noted, however, that secondary Wind 
ing THl of transformer 9XX is one of the wind 
ings affected by the passage of alternating cur 
rent through conductor 205 functioning as the 
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2,265,844 
primary winding of said transformer. When, 
therefore, relay 500 operates, the secondary wind 
ing TH f of said transformer becomes a part of 
the circuit completed via conductor 206, No. 1 
contacts of relay 500, conductor 505, input side 
of detector amplifier IDA to ground. The signal 
current is stepped up through said amplifier in 
the usual manner and then applied from ground 
to conductor 506, No. 1 contacts of relay 500' 
to the winding of a relay in the thousands reg 
ister. This relay operates and grounds conduc 
tor , thereby completing either a register or re 
cording circuit over said conductor to the visual 
display device in Fig. 4A or printer device in 
Fig. 4 depending upon which is used. The sig 
nal or the record may then be locked in either 
of the devices and then released in any suitable 
manner when the complete registration or the 
record of the number is received. 
The speed of the interrupter 404 is governed 

in any suitable manner by the time taken to 
cause all the above functions to take place, the 
closed circuit interval being sufficiently long to 
permit the signal to be locked in the display 
or printing equipment before the register relay 
may be allowed to release, while the open circuit 
interval should be merely long enough to release 
the short circuit around the windings of the re 
lay in each counting relay pair of the progress 
circuit which is held short-circuited during the 
closed circuit interval. 
When the interrupter rotates to the next insu 

lating segment, relay 42 releases in consequence 
of which relays 500 and 500 also release, thereby 
disconnecting the input and output sides of the 
detector amplifiers from the transformers 
06XX-99XX and from the thousands register 
respectively. The short circuit around the wind 
ing of relay 406 is removed, causing said relay 
to operate and lock serially with relay 407 to 
ground on the contacts of relay 405. 
On the next grounded interval of interrupter 

404, a circuit is completed for relay 413 extend 
ing from ground over the contacts of relay 400, 
front contacts of relay 403, front contacts of 
relay 406, back contacts of relay 488, winding. 
of relay 4 f3, to battery. Relay 413 operates and 
over its bottom contacts completes an obvious 
circuit for relay 409 which operates to short-cir 
cuit relay 408 to ground on the contacts of relay 
405 while over its top contacts it completes a cir 
cuit for relays 50 and 50i' extending from bat 
tery through said contacts, conductor 507, wind 
ing of relay 50 to ground and, in parallel there 
with, winding of relay 50 to ground. Both re 
lays operate, the former to connect the ten 
groups of windings HO-H9 of transformers 
00XX-99XX to the input side of the detector 
amplifiers and the latter to connect the windings 
of the relays of the hundreds register to the out 
put side of said amplifiers. Since the primary 
current is passing through transformer 9XX, a 
circuit is completed through the winding H9 ex 
tending from ground through said winding, con 
ductor 201, No. 9 contacts of relay 50, conduc 
tor 598, input side of detector amplifier DA9 to 
ground. In the same manner as above explained 
the signal current is amplified and applied over 
an output circuit extending from ground through 
the output path of said amplifier, conductor 509, 
No. 9 contacts of relay 50 , winding of the 9 
hundreds relay in the hundreds register, to bat 
tery. The relay in the register operates and 
grounds conductor 9 of the hundreds register 
which, as before with the thousands register, 
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completes a circuit to the visual display device 
or the printer to record the hundreds digit 9. 
On the Succeeding open circuit interval of the 

interrupter 404, relay 43, releases, in turn caus 
ing the removal Of the Short circuit around the 
winding of relay 408 which now operates and 
locks in series with relay 409 to ground on the 
contacts of relay 495, and further releases relays 
50 and 50' which disconnect the detectoram 
plifiers from the transformers 00XX-99XX and 
the hundreds register. 
On the following closed circuit period of the 

interrupter, a circuit is completed for relay 44 
which extends from ground as traced to the front 
contacts of relay 408, back contacts of relay 40, 
winding of relay 44 to battery. This relay op 
erates and, over its lower contacts, completes an 
obvious circuit for relay 4 which operates to 
establish a short circuit for relay 40 while, Over 
its upper contacts, it completes a circuit for re 
lays 502 and 582 extending from battery through 
the upper contacts of said relay, conductor 5, 
winding of relay 52 to ground, and, in parallel 
therewith, winding of relay 502' to ground. Re 
lay 502 operates to connect the ten groups of left 
windings TO-T9 of transformers XX00-XX99 
to the input side of the ten detector amplifiers 
while relay 502' operates to connect the relays 
of the tens register to the output side of Said amplifiers. 

It will be remembered that conductor 30, 
forming a continuation of the identifying con 
ductor, functions as a primary for transformer 
XX9 and that alternating current flows there 
through. Inasmuch as all T-windings are com 
pleted into circuit paths through the input Side 
of the amplifiers by virtue of the operation of 
relay 592, a current is induced in the circuit 
traced from ground through winding T of 
transformer XX9 and all the other windings 
serially or parallelly connected therewith, Con 
ductor 33, No. 1 contacts of relay 502, conductor 
505, input side of detector amplifier DA to 
ground. This signal current is stepped up and 
the resulting output current is applied to the No. 
1 relay of the tens register via conductor 506 
and the No. 1 contacts of relay 502'. As in the 
manner previously described for preceding digits, 
the tens digit 1 is either registered or recorded. 
On the following open circuit interval of the 

interrupter, relay 44 releases, in turn releasing 
relays 502 and 502 and removing the short cir 
cuit around the winding of relay 40 which now 
operates and locks to the aforetraced ground in 
series with relay 4 f. 
On the succeeding grounded interval of the in 

terrupter a circuit is completed for relay 45 ex 
tending from ground as traced to the front con 
tacts of relay 40, winding of relay 45 to battery. 
Relay 45 operates and completes an obvious cir 
cuit for relay 405 and a circuit for relays 53 and 
5C3' which extends from battery through the top 
contacts of said relay, conductor 53, winding of 
relay 503 to ground, and in parallel thereWith, 
Winding of relay 503 to ground. Both relays Op 
erate, the former to connect the ten groups of 
right Windings UC-US of transformers XX00 
XX99 to the input side of the detector amplifiers 
and the latter to connect the units register relays 
to the output side of said detector amplifiers. All 
the U windings are completed into circuit paths 
through the input side of the amplifiers by virtue 
of the operation of relay 593. Hence a current is 
induced in the circuit traced from ground 
through the winding of U9 of transformer XX 9 
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and all the other windings serially or parallelly 
connected therewith, conductor 304, No. 9 con 
tacts of relay 503, input side of detector ampli 
fier DA9 to ground. This signal current is 
stepped up and the resulting Output current is 
applied to the No. 9 relay of the units register 
via conductor 509 and the No. 9 contacts of re 
lay 503'. As in the manner previously described 
for preceding digits, the units digit 1 is regis 
tered or recorded. With the locking-in of the 
units record the complete line number is thus 
identified. 
Relay 405, upon operating, opens the locking 

ground to all counting relays, causing them to 
release. Relay 400 is then released in any con 
trollable manner, thereby disconnecting alter 
nating current potential from conductor 200 and 
disconnecting interrupter 404 from relay 402. 
The identifying circuit is thus restored to normal. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An identification circuit for the lines of a 

telephone system comprising in combination a 
plurality of transformers disposed coordinately 
relative to the lines of said system whereby a po 
tential applied to any one of said lines causes the 
operation of any two of said transformers in 
coordinate relation to each other to identify the 
line to which said potential was applied. 

2. An identification circuit for the lines of a 
telephone System comprising in combination two 
groups of transformers disposed coordinately 
relative to the numerical designations of the lines 
of the system, means for closing a circuit through 
one of said lines when calling and through a 
transformer in each of said group of transform 
ers, and current devices responsive to said cir 
cuit for identifying the numerical designation of 
said calling line. 

3. An identification circuit for the lines of a 
telephone system comprising in combination an 
identifying conductor for each line, two groups of 
transformers disposed in coordinate pattern in 
relation to the numerical designation of each of 
the lines of the System, each transformer in each 
of Said groups having two secondary windings for 
identifying two digits of a line number and a plu 
rality of primary windings, the primary windings 
of the transformers in one group being continuous 
With the identifying conductors of said lines and 
the primary Windings of the transformers in the 
other group being continuous with the primary 
Windings of the transformers in said one group to 
form a plurality of separate primary circuits 
thereWith. 

4. An identification circuit for the lines of a 
telephone System comprising in combination with 
an identifying conductor for each line, a pair of 
transformers for a group of said lines, one of said 
transformers having a primary winding for each 
line in Said group connected to the identifying 
conductors thereof and two secondary windings, 
and the other of Said transformers having as 
many primary Windings as said first-mentioned 
transformer connected therewith and two sec 
ondary Windings, means for applying an alter 
nating Source of potential to any one of said lines 
When calling whereby a circuit is completed 
through the connected primary windings of said 
two transformers and means responsive to the 
current induced in the secondary windings there 
of for identifying the line to which said alter 
nating Source of potential was applied. 

5. An identification circuit for the lines of a 
telephone System in which each line has a four 
digit designation, comprising two transformers 
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for a group of said lines, an identifying conductor 
from each line in said group extending serially 
through each of said transformers to function as 
a primary thereof, two secondary Windings in 
each transformer, means for applying an alter 
nating potential to an identifying conductor 
Whereby a current flows therethrough, and means 
responsive to the current induced in said four 
Secondary windings for identifying the numerical 
designation of the line belonging to the identify 
ing conductor to which said alternating potential 
WaS applied. 

6. In a telephone system, a calling line identi 
fication circuit comprising in combination with a 
group of terminals, a source of potential connect 
able to any one of Said terminals, a plurality of 
current responsive devices, and a plurality of 
transformers divided into two groups, the first 
group having primaries connected to said termi 
nals and having secondaries connected to some 
of said devices, and the Second group having pri 
maries connected to the primaries of said first 
group and having Secondaries connected to the 
other, of said devices whereby when a current 
path is established from Said Source of potential 
through the primary of a transformer in each 
group current is induced in the secondaries of 
each of said transformers for Operating the cur 
rent responsive devices connected thereto to iden 
tify the terminal to which said source of potential : 
is connected. s 

7. An identification circuit for the lines of a 
telephone system comprising in combination with 
electroresponsive devices, an identifying conduc 
tor for each line and means for applying a Source 
of alternating potential thereto, of a plurality of 
transformers divided into two groups each trans 
former having two secondary windings, in which 
the identifying conductor of each line is con 
nected to a primary Winding in a transformer of 
one group serially with a primary Winding of a 
transformer in the other group, and in Which Said 
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electroresponsive devices are connected to the Sec 
ondary windings of said transformers whereby 
the currents induced in the Secondary Windings 
of two transformers in consequence of the appli 
cation of said source of alternating current po 
tential to the identifying conductor which is con 
nected to the primary windings of said trans 
formers operate the electroresponsive devices 
connected to said secondary Windings to identify 
said identifying conductor. 

8. An identification circuit for the lines of a 
telephone system. comprising a plurality of trans 
formers each having two secondary windings and 
arranged in two groups whereby the secondary 
windings of the transformers in one group are in 
dicative of a part of the digital designations of 
said lines and the secondary windings of the 
transformers in the other group are indicative of 
the remaining part of the digital designation of 
said lines, a conductor extending from each line 
through a transformer in each group to function 
as the primary winding thereof, electroresponsive 
devices, means for applying a source of alter 
nating potential to any one of said conductors, 
and means responsive thereto for connecting said 
electroresponsive devices progressively to the sec 
ondary windings of said two groups of transform 
ers whereby the current induced in the four Sec 
ondary Windings of the two transformers in con 
Sequence of the current passing through the iden 
tifying conductor which functions as the primary 
winding of said two transformers operates cer 
tain of said devices for indicating the numerical 
designation of the line identified by the conductor 
to Which the potential Was applied. 

9. A transformer for an identification circuit 
according to claim 4 having a plurality of primary 
windings comprising as many insulated wires 
substantially parallel to each other, and two sec 
ondary windings magnetically coupled to all of 
said primary Windings. 

FRANKLIN A. KORN. 


